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Abstract: Taylor strain principles are widely accepted in current predominant crystallographic
deformation theories and models for reaching the necessary stress and strain equilibria in
polycrystalline metals. However, to date, these principles have obtained neither extensive
experimental support nor sufficient theoretical explanation and understanding. Therefore, the validity
and necessity of Taylor strain principles is questionable. The present work attempts to calculate
the elastic energy of grains and their orientation stabilities after deformation, whereas the stress
and strain equilibria are reached naturally, simply and reasonably based on the proposed reaction
stress (RS) model without strain prescription. The RS model is modified by integrating normal RS
in the transverse direction of rolling sheets into the model. The work hardening effect, which is
represented by an effective dislocation distance, is connected with the engineering strength level of
metals. Crystallographic rolling texture development in roughly elastic isotropic pure aluminum is
simulated based on the modified RS model, whereas orientation positions and peak densities of main
texture components, i.e., brass, copper and S texture, can be predicted accurately. RS σ12 commonly
accumulates to a high level and features a strong influence on texture formation, whereas RS σ23 and
σ31 hardly accumulate and can only promote random texture. Cube orientations can obtain certain
stability under the effects of RSs including σ22. A portion of elastic strain energy remains around
the grains. This phenomenon is orientation-dependent and connected to RSs during deformation.
The grain stability induced by elastic strain energy may influence grain behavior in subsequent
recovery or recrystallization.

Keywords: intergranular interaction; reaction stress; texture simulation;
rolling deformation; aluminum

1. Introduction

In general, stress and strain equilibria are maintained during and after the plastic deformation
of polycrystalline metals. Equilibria should occur in forms in which stress and strain are fluctuant
when penetrating the polycrystalline body. Fluctuations may depend on grain size and shape,
locations within grains or around the grain boundary areas, grain orientations and misorientations
between grains and the strength levels of metals. Fluctuations of stresses and strains after plastic
deformation result from intergranular mechanical interactions during the same process. Equilibria are
reached in the current crystallographic deformation theories and models predominantly based on the
Taylor strain principles [1]; these models include the viscoplastic self-consistent (VPSC) model [2],
the advanced Lamel model [3] and the grain-interaction model [4], which prescribes in advance that
the strain tensor of grains or grain clusters is basically identical to the macroscopic strain tensor
during plastic deformation; this strain tensor prevails everywhere but shows minimal fluctuation
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inside polycrystalline aggregates. The Taylor principles have not obtained sufficient theoretical
explanation and understanding. However, experimental observations indicated that plastic strain
tensors of individual grains in the same deformation aggregate often differ from each other and
from the macroscopic strain tensor [5]. Meanwhile, the most widely used VPSC model based on the
prescribed Taylor principles often fails to correctly predict certain crystallographic textures [6–10].
Therefore, whether the Taylor principles are acceptable or necessary remains questionable [11].

A reaction stress (RS) model was proposed [12,13] based on intergranular mechanical interactions
during deformation. The model attempts to avoid any prescription of stress or strain tensors in advance,
calculates the intergranular RSs stepwise during deformation and traces the necessary multiple
slips under the combination of external and intergranular stresses in a natural, simple, reasonable,
easily understandable and acceptable manner. In the present work, the RS model was improved in
a way that all possible RSs are integrated and can be controlled separately. Furthermore, an effective
dislocation distance is introduced according to the strength level of deformation metals instead of
the previously estimated value. Based on the improvements—especially in aluminum, which is
approximately an elastic isotropic metal—the model can simulate deformation processes and predict
texture formation accurately, possibly facilitating a deep understanding of the deformation behavior
of polycrystalline metals and other corresponding behaviors, e.g., recovery behavior in subsequent
thermal treatment.

2. Intergranular Mechanical Interactions

Suppose that the plastic deformation of a gray grain (Figure 1a,b) in a polycrystalline sample of
interstitial-free steel [13] proceeds first under external rolling stress, whereas a slip system with the
maximal Schmid factor is activated (Figure 1b). The plastic strain tensor produced by a tiny slip of the
slip system will immediately induce stress and strain incompatibility between the concerned grain and
its neighboring grains. The slip must encounter resistance from the neighboring grains first in the form
of elastic RSs. The plastic strains produced will be partially reduced in an elastic manner, whereas the
neighboring grains must also be strained elastically to a certain extent. Therefore, the incompatible
part of the plastic strain produced is relieved by the elastic strains of both the concerned grain and
its neighboring grains. Between these grains, stress and strain equilibria are reached elastically and
naturally according to Hooke’s law. If these behaviors appear in an elastic isotropic metal, e.g.,
aluminum, not only the RS values but also the elastic reaction strain values of the grain concerned and
its neighboring grains become equal by reaching the stress and strain equilibria.
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Figure 1. Grain structure evolution before and after compression of an interstitial-free steel sample, 
Reproduced with permission from [13], Elsevier, 2016; analysis of intergranular mechanical 
interaction and corresponding stress and strain equilibria. (a) Grains before deformation; (b) stress 
and strain incompatibility induced by the first penetrating slip (parallel real lines in gray grain); (c) 
multi-slips of penetrating (parallel real lines) and nonpenetrating local slips (parallel dashed lines) 
under the combination of external stress and internal reaction stresses (RSs); (d) experimental 
observation of penetrating and nonpenetrating local slips. 

Figure 1. Grain structure evolution before and after compression of an interstitial-free steel sample,
Reproduced with permission from [13], Elsevier, 2016; analysis of intergranular mechanical interaction
and corresponding stress and strain equilibria. (a) Grains before deformation; (b) stress and strain
incompatibility induced by the first penetrating slip (parallel real lines in gray grain); (c) multi-slips
of penetrating (parallel real lines) and nonpenetrating local slips (parallel dashed lines) under the
combination of external stress and internal reaction stresses (RSs); (d) experimental observation of
penetrating and nonpenetrating local slips.

The stress tensor [σij] bore by the concerned grain after the first slip becomes the combination of
external stress and RS [12,13] as follows:
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where the first and second terms refer to the external rolling stress tensor and internal RS tensor,
respectively; εij denotes the plastic strain produced by the slip [13]; 1, 2 and 3 represent the rolling
direction, transverse direction (TD) and normal direction of the rolling sheet, respectively; σy indicates
the macroscopic flow yield stress during rolling; µ specifies the generalized Schmid factor of the
activated slip system; d corresponds to the effective distance between dislocations; b is the length
of the Burgers vector. The normal RS in the TD is included in Equation (1) in comparison with the
previous formula [13]; thus, all possible RSs are considered. Meanwhile, the effective distance d is used
to replace the previously estimated average. The approximate relationship between σy and yield shear
stress τy [14] and the related effective distance d can be expressed according to the Frank-Read theory
as follows [14]:

τy =
σy

2
=

Gb
d

or d =
2Gb
σy

(2)

where G is the shear modulus. The flow yield stress σy before the deformation of an annealed metal, i.e.,
σy0, denotes the yield strength and its top limit in an extremely hardened state, e.g., at ε33 = −4.0 (98%
rolling reduction), can be the tensile strength σb. According to the conventional flow stress of most
deformation metals, the flow yield stress σy for the present simulation can be assumed to develop with
a rolling reduction of ε33 < 0 as follows:

σy = σy0 +
(
σb − σy0

)
·

n

√
−ε33

4
(3)

where σy0 = 20 MPa and σb = 50 MPa are valid for aluminum and n = 8 is used in the present work
to obtain a proper flow stress for the early work hardening rate. The RSs indicated in Equation (1)
accumulate with increasing rolling deformation until the Schmid factor of another slip system sufficiently
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increases. The new slip system with a high Schmid factor will be instantaneously activated, whereas RSs
further accumulate and several RS components might be reduced. The slips can alternatively be
followed step by step in multiple ways (Figure 1c, indicated by parallel real lines) under the stress
tensor of Equation (1). Any reasonable activation and combination of slip systems requested by the
multiple slip can be implemented if the calculation step is sufficient small.

However, the accumulated RSs should feature a limitation and yield point that must not be
exceeded. The limitations of deformation stress components [σij]lim indicated in Equation (1) [13],
including that of the normal RS in the TD, are as follows:

[
σi j

]
lim

=


σ11 ≡ −σ33 − σ22 |σ12| ≤ α12σy/2 |σ13| ≤ α31σy/2
|σ21| ≤ α12σy/2 |σ22| ≤ α22σy/2 |σ23| ≤ α23σy/2
|σ31| ≤ α31σy/2 |σ32| ≤ α23σy/2 σ33 ≡ −σy/2

 (4)

where αij represents the effective coefficient of maximal RSs ranging from 0 to 1. αij ≡ 0 means no RS,
similar to that of the Sachs model [15], whereas αij ≡ 1 implies that the highest reaction shear stress
possible occurs.

Plastic behavior is observed by means of slip traces (Figure 1d) in all grains during deformation.
If any of the RSs acting on a concerned grain reaches its upper limit, as shown in Equation (4),
certain slip systems in the neighboring grains may be additionally activated on the boundary area
in addition to the normal penetrating slips. In this case, the stress and strain equilibria cannot be
maintained elastically as discussed above but also by the local plastic behavior around the boundary
areas, as induced by several nonpenetrating slips (Figure 1c, indicated by parallel dashed lines) on
which shear stress has reached the critical value for activation. The nonpenetrating characteristics
of the slips imply that stress and plastic strain in equilibrium run fluctuant from one grain over the
boundary to another grain (Figure 1d) and cannot be similar to that predicted by the Taylor principles.

3. Orientation Stabilities during Rolling of Pure Aluminum

Studies have indicated that plastic deformation is conducted by penetrating and nonpenetrating
slips, e.g., in polycrystalline aluminum in which the dislocation slip is the only crystallographic
deformation mechanism observed. Notably, penetrating slips will change grain orientations regularly,
whereas nonpenetrating slips will change orientations randomly, i.e., the former induces deformation
texture and the latter induces random texture.

A slip system undergoes shear stress during deformation regardless of the activity state of the slip
system. This phenomenon may reduce the necessary RS for additional activations of nonpenetrating
slips. Therefore, the upper limits shown in Equation (4) may not be reached when nonpenetrating
slips become active, i.e., the effective coefficients αij are commonly lower than 1, although they should
be higher than 0. Thus, the optimum αij value should be investigated.

The main texture components after the heavy rolling of aluminum commonly include copper
texture {90◦, 30◦, 45◦}, brass texture {35◦, 45◦, 0◦/90◦} and S texture {55◦, 35◦, 65◦}. Goss texture {0◦,
45◦, 0◦/90◦} can remain at low rolling reduction [16]. On the other hand, the Taylor model predicts
the Taylor texture {90◦, 25◦, 45◦} [13,16]. All these components, including the cube texture {45◦, 0◦,
45◦}, can be predicted by the RS model if the αij values are selected properly (Figure 2, sections of
orientation distribution functions (ODF)).
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Figure 2. Relationship between the effective coefficient αij and stabilities of the main rolling texture
components in aluminum at 95% rolling reduction simulated by the RS model based on 936 initial random
orientations [17]. (ε33 = −3.0, i.e., 95% reduction; simulation steps ∆ε33 = 0.001; orientation distribution
functions (ODF)ϕ2 = 45◦ andϕ2 = 65◦ sections; density levels: 5, 10, 20, 40, 80 and 160). (a) Orientation
position of texture components; (b) stable brass and Goss textures atα12 = α23 = α31 = α22 = 0; (c) stable
Taylor texture at α12 = α23 = α31 = α22 = 1; (d) stable S texture at α12 = 1 and α23 = α31 = α22 = 0; (e)
stable copper and cube textures at α12 = 0.8, α23 = 1 and α31 = α22 = 0.

High αij values mean that high RSs can be accumulated, thus jointly determining the selection
of penetrating slips together with external stress and influencing orientation evolutions and texture
formation. Low αij values imply that only low RSs possibly occur, whereas nonpenetrating slips can be
induced easily, in which stress and strain equilibria between grains are maintained locally in a plastic
manner. In this case, nonpenetrating slips will only induce random evolution of grain orientations and
cannot be included directly in the simulation of texture formation in the RS model. This random effect
can be represented by introducing a random fraction into the simulated deformation texture of the
RS model.

Metal crystals are plastically anisotropic regardless of whether they are elastically isotropic.
The activated slip system and the produced strain tensor in a grain are grain orientation-dependent.
The maximum RS that can be obtained and the upper limit, i.e., the αij value of an RS in Equation (4)
allowed to induce nonpenetrating slips in neighboring grains, depend not only on the orientation
of the concerned grain but also on the orientations of neighboring grains. Infinite possibilities of
orientation combinations exist between two neighboring grains and the corresponding αij values are
characterized differently for each possibility. Thus, considering all possibilities will present considerable
difficulty and require considerable computation [3,4]. Therefore, the problem should be approached in
a statistical manner.

4. Simulation of Normal Rolling Texture in Pure Aluminum

An aluminum ingot with commercial purity (99.9% Al) was forged in three directions with
reducing forging reductions (25%, 15%, 10% and 5%), followed by annealing at 500 ◦C for 10 min [16].
Then, a sample with 8.6 mm thickness and a random initial texture was cut. The sample was cold-rolled
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down to reductions of 30%, 50%, 70%, 90% and 95%, while the true strain ε33 reached −0.36, −0.7,
−1.2, −2.1 and −3.0, respectively. Figure 3a provides the rolling textures in ODF sections, in which the
evolution of copper and brass textures in the ϕ2 = 45◦ section and the S texture in theϕ2 = 65◦ section
(Figure 2a) during rolling can be observed.
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Figure 3. Development of rolling texture in commercial-purity aluminum and corresponding simulation
based on the RS model, as observed in ODF ϕ2 = 45◦ andϕ2 = 65◦ sections (density levels: 2, 4, 8 and
16). (a) Experimental texture; (b) corresponding texture simulation including 10% random texture
(936 initial random orientations; simulation steps ∆ε33 = 0.001, α12 = 0.72, α23 = α31= 0, α22 = 0.04),
based on the RS model.

The αij values must be determined for simulating the rolling texture based on the RS model and
they are influenced by grain orientations and the orientations of neighboring grains. The αij values
may also change during rolling deformation. Nevertheless, the most frequent and common αij values
are obtained from a statistical point of view and the values total α12 = 0.72, α23 = α31 = 0 and α22

= 0.04. Figure 3b shows the simulation results, including 10% random texture resulting from the
nonpenetrating slips. The ODF density would become too high without the 10% random texture.
This outcome is very similar to the experimental observations (Figure 3a) showing the central positions
of copper, brass and S textures and their peak densities. The results indicate that the RS model can
predict and reproduce the formation of rolling texture in aluminum.

Activated slip systems commonly produce a low normal strain ε22 in the TD under external rolling
stress (first term of Equation (1)), and a high RS and α22 cannot be expected. Low α22 also means that
normal RS in the TD cannot accumulate to high levels before the corresponding nonpenetrating slips
in neighboring grains become active under external loading. Figure 4 schematically demonstrates
the three shear strains εij (i , j refers to Equation (1)) produced by the activation of the slip systems.
Qualitatively, strains ε23 and ε31 and the corresponding RSs should become limited, especially as the
ratio of grain thickness to length or width decreases [18]. Strain ε12, by contrast, may cause severe
strain incompatibility across the boundary parallel to the sheet plane if the grains have become flat.
However, no quantitative calculation was conducted to describe the phenomena, but ε23 and ε31

appeared without restriction and ε12 was restricted to zero according to the Taylor principles [18].
In return, the RS model arrives at a similar conclusion, but it can quantitatively calculate the maximum
RS and explain the detailed mechanism by which shear strain is compensated to maintain stress and
strain equilibria. High α12 (>0.7) means that high σ12 can be accumulated and ε12 is compensated
mainly by the selection of penetrating slips. α23 = α31 = 0 means that ε23 and ε31 are compensated
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mainly by local nonpenetrating slips around the boundary areas. The textures simulated will disagree
visibly with experimental observations (Figure 3a) if different αij values are used.
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Figure 4. Shear strains εij that may be produced in a gray grain during rolling while considering the
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Higher αij means possibly, but not necessarily, higher RSs. The αij values for texture simulation
(Figure 3b) are the same for all grains, since they will encounter similar environments after texture
formation at higher rolling reduction. However, the approximation between the actual simulated RSs
of individual grains and the limitations αijσy/2 in Equation (4) depends on the grain orientations.

5. Orientation Dependency of Elastic Strain Energy after Rolling

Elastic stress and strain will be induced if external loading is applied on a polycrystalline metal
regardless of plastic behavior. The elastic stress and strain will disappear if external loading is removed
and only plastic strain will remain if any plastic strain has appeared. However, the elastic stresses
and strains induced by intergranular interactions of individual grains during deformation will also
remain. This elastic stress-and-strain condition cannot be relieved by the removal of external loading.
Therefore, a part of the elastic energy of different grains remains after plastic deformation in addition to
normally stored energy. RSs σ33 = 0 and σ11 = −σ22 are valid, whereas the deformation volume remains
basically constant by the removal of external loading. The elastic energy W around the boundary area
can then be calculated according to the elastic theory and the remaining RS σij after deformation of
differently oriented grains:

W =
1

2G

(
σ2

12 + σ
2
23 + σ

2
31 + σ

2
22

)
(5)

where G = 26 GPa is valid for aluminum. The orientations based on the RS simulation are classified
into the main rolling texture components of copper texture {90◦, 30◦, 45◦}, brass texture {35◦, 45◦,
0◦/90◦} or S texture {55◦, 35◦, 65◦} if their misorientations to the main components are not higher than
5◦. The elastic energy of the orientations in the main texture components is calculated according to
Equation (5). Figure 5 shows the average elastic energy of orientations. The average elastic energy of
cube orientation indicated in Figure 2e is also calculated in a similar manner. Notably, the orientations
in different texture components indicate different levels of elastic energy under the same simulation
conditions. Brass texture demonstrates much a higher elastic energy in comparison with those of
copper, cube and S textures (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Average elastic energy of grains induced by intergranular mechanical interactions in different
texture components during rolling simulation by the RS model (α12 = 0.72, α23 = α31 = 0 and α22 = 0.04
for brass, S and copper textures; and α12 = 0.8, α23 = 1 and α31 = α22 = 0 for cube texture).

Normally, the stored energy of deformed aluminum approximates 2000 kJ/m3 and reaches 300 kJ/m3

if the deformed aluminum is recovered [14]. In comparison, the elastic strain energy (Figure 5) is much
lower. However, the level of elastic strain energy in differently oriented deformation grains can still
exhibit certain effects during the following thermal treatment. Notably, a cube texture commonly forms
after the recrystallization annealing of cold-rolled aluminum sheets. In general, specific cube-oriented
nuclei should first be observed, wherein rapid growth will induce the formation of the cube texture [19].
The RS model indicates that the intergranular RSs during rolling ensure (Figure 2d) that a cube-oriented
structure can obtain stability and survive rolling deformation. Studies have reported that the cube
structure contains low dislocation density and can be preferentially transformed into recrystallization
nuclei if it exists in the deformation matrix [20]. The RS model also indicates that very limited elastic
strain energy can remain around the cube structure (Figure 5). This condition increases the structure
stability and the potential to become nuclei during recovery before primary recrystallization.

Two commercial-purity aluminum samples (99.9% Al) identified as Q and W were cut,
possessing a final thickness of 6.9 mm. The samples were cold-rolled down to a 95% reduction.
Recovery annealing was conducted at 240 ◦C for 10 min in a salt bath, but no recrystallization occurred.
Figure 6 shows the sheet textures before and after recovery annealing in the form of ODF fiber analysis.
Both samples obtained copper {112}<111>, S {123}<634> and brass {110}<112> textures in β-fibers
before annealing (Figure 6a,c), in which a copper texture and brass texture were strongly observed
in samples Q and W, respectively. Annealing caused no change in the texture type but affected ODF
densities to a certain extent, in which the copper texture was strengthened and the brass texture was
weakened in both samples. The reduced density peaks of brass texture moved along α-fiber slightly
toward the Goss {110}<001> orientation (Figure 6b,d). The phenomena should be related to the elastic
strain energy after rolling (Figure 5).
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Figure 6. ODF fiber analysis of texture in 95% rolled and recovered aluminum sheets. (a) β-Fiber of
sample Q; (b) α-fiber of sample Q; (c) β-fiber of sample W; (d) α-fiber of sample W.

Multiple slips caused no high accumulation of RSs during the formation of copper texture
(Figure 5), which became strong and sharp after recovery, whereas the stored energy and lattice
tortuousness were reduced. However, under the same simulation conditions of the RS model,
high RSs accumulated during the formation of brass texture (Figure 5), to which many orientations
will move along the α-fiber during rolling [16–18]. Notably, brass texture is not as stable as copper
texture. The backward movement of brass texture along α-fiber (Figure 6b,d) during recovery can
release a portion of the elastic strain energy accumulated during rolling. According to this condition,
the orientation-dependent elastic strain energy, which will influence recovery, may expand its effect
into the following recrystallization, including nucleation and grain growth.

6. Summary

The RS model based on the combination of external and intergranular interaction stresses during
the plastic deformation of polycrystalline metals is improved by integrating the normal RS σ22 in the TD
of rolling sheets into the model. Thus, all the possible RSs are effective and can be adjusted separately
to reach the necessary stress and strain equilibria in a reasonable manner. Furthermore, the work
hardening effect represented by an effective dislocation distance is connected with the engineering
strength level of the metals. The model can accurately predict the brass, copper and S textures
in aluminum rolling sheets both in terms of orientation positions of the textures and their peak
densities. Cube orientation, which is very important for the formation of recrystallization cube
texture in aluminum sheets, can reach stability during rolling under the effect of intergranular RSs,
especially σ22, of which the stability could not be predicted by other deformation models. RS σ12 is
commonly accumulated to high levels and jointly determines the selection of penetrating slips and
orientation evolution together with external stress, whereas RS σ23 and σ31 hardly accumulate and can
only promote the activation of nonpenetrating slips around the boundary areas and random texture
formation. RSs will yield certain orientation-dependent elastic strain energy around the deformation
grains, which could not be predicted by other models. The elastic energy is much lower than the stored
energy but can lead to different grain stabilities after deformation and may extend its influence during
subsequent thermal treatment, e.g., recovery and recrystallization.
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